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All of the music that you have heard on this website was created and 
recorded by 

Crystal Magic Orchestra

Dr. Angela Barnett

Mary Magdalene

Mary Magdalene's Cosmic Bible

God's Musical Creation of Eternal Harmony by Mary 
Magdalene

https://CrystalMagicOrchestra.com

At cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com, we create the music of the future 
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and place it on our website for the world to use to help with each 
individual reality shift into the future.

We are creating a new kind of music that represents the new reality 
that we are now living within. The Music of the Spheres is the infinite 
sound of creation that exists continuously in the Mind of God.

We can connect to the tunnel of this infinite source of frequencies 
through our consciousness. We must find the reality that we want to 
connect to within the infinite loop of frequencies. For instance, if we 
want to win the Lotto, we purchase the lotto numbers and then Shift 
into the Frequency or the Place where those numbers exist as the 
winning numbers. If we want to become fifth dimensional, we Shift 
into the Frequency that aligns our consciousness through the tunnel 
to that reality.

This is the Music of the Future containing the new HOLOGRAM 
created through the breath of creation. We came from the most 
etheric level of creation down in to the most densified. It was the 
Music in its Etheric form that designed this entire Dance of Creation. 
The music went from an etheric form to a liquid form to a densified 
form like ice in relation to water. Now, we can return this form of 
water that we live within through the process of IONIZATION. This 
music is like the Ionization process of returning our densified version 
of reality into the Ionization or the Breath of Source Creation.

Within this Infinite Field of Etheric Breaths of Creation is any reality 
that we choose. This is where we find our multidimensional field of 
infinite possibilities. We must tune in to the frequency of the reality 
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that we desire. This is how we manifest our dreams into form.

I have already created all of those infinite possibilities for you in your 
Individualized Eternal Life Albums. The Infinite potential is already 
there. You must attune to what reality that you want to be in by 
finding the frequencies within your album that will take you there. 
Only you can figure that out.

TO PURCHASE THE INDIVIDUAL IMMORTALITY ALBUM CLICK 
THIS LINK

PURCHASE

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/buy-personal-healing-
music

We use the true Music of the Spheres triangulation that brings the 
spiritual counter part together with the physical into a new frequency 
at each and every harmonic interval. However, we do not base this 
frequency music on the old realities of the Golden Mean ratio or any 
of the old Solfege Teachings, or the Pythagorean Theorums.

We create music that connects the Crystal Heart Center of the Entity, 
the Earth, the Galaxy, the Universe, the Cosmos directly to the 
Infinite Spiritual Source Field.

The other theories would create a Finite Loop. Our Music of the 
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Future is the Infinite or the Eternal Life Frequency.

All originates from the original Divine Matrix, the Spiritual Template of 
all that EXISTS, but is totally invisible. This invisible, Spiritual 
Template contains the manifest creation properties of Infinity and 
Eternal Life. This is the Pure Energy Field that gives rise to Manifest 
Reality.

The template that arises from the Invisible Divine Matrix which is 
everything. Out of that  template  comes the breath, the essence, the 
first pre light and pre sound from the invisible divine matrix.

That breath that I sing from the Consciousness of this Eternal Divine 
Template provides a tunnel in Consciousness to and from the Mind 
of God for continuous manifestation and Eternal Life Creation. As the 
ideas and sounds of light are infinite in number in this template, so 
are the breaths that are channeled through me. Each of these 
breaths aligns with a certain idea of creation in one of the infinite 
parallel reality fields.

The magical formula that was given to me to align with the Highest 
Frequency in the Cosmos allows an infinite number of sounds to 
align harmoniously when they are completely transmutted through 
the pure essence of this Divine Energy Matrix.

Like Steam into Liquid into Ice, the breath is the closest form of 
manifest creation. It is the breath of Source that creates the first 
spark that creates the Partiki of creation. The Pre Sound and Pre 
light is represented by the breath connecting to this light and sound 
and then bringing it into the Liquid Light form through an audible 
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sound.

My first breath is actually not audible at all. I take the breath that is 
channeled through me. That breath might only be a thirty second 
frequency. I place that precious breath that is given to me on the 
recording template and replicate it hundreds of times and then layer it 
hundreds of times before it can be heard at all. This is how I go about 
turning the Steam form into the Liquid form. Next the pre light and 
pre sound is manifested into a denser form just like water is 
condensed into ICE. The form of the breath that is densified takes on 
a solidification, it takes on a form that sometimes sounds like a note 
or even a melody. The breath does that all by itself.

As there are infinite numbers of ideas in the Divine Template, there 
are infinite breaths of creation, infinite numbers of light and sound to 
be breathed into a form that can now be understood as a frequency 
and later will be understand as pure communication from Source 
Consciousness that can connect us to any of the infinite parallel 
reality fields that exist within the Mind of God.

MANIFEST REALITY

Now, when we learn that we must go to that reality field where 
something that we want to manifest is located, we have the 
frequency tunnel that will take us there. The frequencies are 
retraining the consciousness that there are infinitely more 
possibilities in forms of communication and forms of manifestation 
that just the words in the dictionary.
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The breaths represent the infinite structure of Source Consciousness 
that exists within each cell of the body and within the perfect 12 
subharmonic DNA strands. The breaths represent the complete 
Divine Template lowered into frequencies that can be heard and 
understood at this time as we travel into the future of infinite 
possibilities.

Now, the music has taken on the form of a combination of the Steam, 
the Liquid and the Ice in densities. In reality, there is another form of 
liquid that is used in the creation of this highest frequency. It is a form 
of water that is called hydrolaise. It is the spiritual form of water 
where Cosmic Entities can breathe, walk, drink, swim, create clouds 
and rainbows and liquid melodies. This hydrolaise that is a purely 
invisible spiritual form is combined with the physical water and then 
ionized into a new form of H2O2HE3.

We have gone beyond the steam and liquid and ice into a brand new 
reality, a new chemical form created by a new parallel reality that we 
didn't know existed before.

This is the place in consciousness where there is a triangulation from 
the zero point of the Divine Matrix into the Spiritual and into the 
Physical to transform and transmute the old realities into a brand new 
form of reality.

Now, we can take those breathes and line them on top of each other 
and create new forms of their own. The power of the breath actually 
transmutes the breaths with lower frequencies. I can align fifty 
breaths on top of each other, and find the highest frequency because 
it is the one frequency that will transmute all of the others. This 
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experiential transmutation with these breaths proves the new reality 
that we are moving into. We have infinite parallel choices of realities 
to choose from. However, if we want to find the one with the highest 
frequencies, we just allow the others to become transmuted into the 
Light of Source.

We can place the musical steam, liquid and ice together to create a 
musical tapestry with a mixture of textures. However, the textures are 
all very etheric and liquid. This is why this type of music must be felt 
more than listened to.

We live within this Musical Liquid. It is called the Music of the 
Spheres. Within these frequencies that eminate from the Divine 
Matrix, we can create infinite parallel realities. The realities exist 
within the Frequencies or the Music of the Spheres. The creation 
possibilities that exist within these spheres upon spheres of Divine 
Energy are Infinite.

This is why we do not base our creation principle upon the Phi Ratio 
or the Golden Mean Ratio as the Solfege and other types of methods 
do. The Golden Mean Ratio is FINITE--- it is not Infinite. That Ratio is 
what has placed the Earth in this continuous REPLAY LOOP of 
reincarnation for the past several million years.

We are creating a new kind of music that represents the new reality 
that we are now living within. The Music of the Spheres is the infinite 
sound of creation that exists continuously in the Mind of God.

We can connect to the tunnel of this infinite source of frequencies 
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through our consciousness. We must find the reality that we want to 
connect to within the infinite loop of frequencies. For instance, if we 
want to win the Lotto, we purchase the lotto numbers and then Shift 
into the Frequency or the Place where those numbers exist as the 
winning numbers. If we want to become fifth dimensional, we Shift 
into the Frequency that aligns our consciousness through the tunnel 
to that reality.

I have already created all of those infinite possibilities for you in your 
Individualized Eternal Life Albums. The Infinite potential is already 
there. You must attune to what reality that you want to be in by 
finding the frequencies within your album that will take you there. 
Only you can figure that out.

PRESS THIS LINK TO BUY THIS ALBUM

ETERNAL LIFE ALBUM

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/eternal-life-album

I am offering two products that prepare the infinite possibilities for 
you. One is the Eternal Life Album and the other is the Instant 
Manifestation Workshop. The main obstacle to overcome when you 
are learning to manifest is finding all of the things that are keeping 
you from manifesting. After you keep running into wall after wall after 
wall in your manifestation efforts, you will learn why you are not 
manifesting. The Journal and the guidelines are to help get you 
through that maze a lot faster than if you were figuring it out on your 
own.
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PRESS THIS LINK TO BUY THIS ALBUM

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/vortex-of-manifestation

After you figure out why you don't actually want to win the lotto or 
why you don't want to be wealthy, you can get rid of those obstacles 
and focus on the frequency specific connection to the place where 
those numbers that you have on your lotto card are the winning 
numbers.

How do you find that place? The same way I found Aquafaria. The 
same way I found my Crystal Palace in the Liquid Light of Inner 
Earth. The pathway is always the same. We travel deep within until 
we go deep enough to FEEL the place we are looking for. And when 
we find it we KNOW.

We go to the place where we can swim within the liquid frequencies 
of unconditional love. We go to the place where the Music of the 
Spheres is wrapping us within a Love so Pure and infinite that we 
know Cinderella will wave her wand and prepare our magical place 
for us.

This is the magical place I go every time I create music. First I go 
deep within unti I am connected from the inward of the zero point 
possibilities into the outward domains of infinite possibilities. I find the 
place where those two places connect, and that is where we swim 
into the music of the spheres with the Dolphins.
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When we create music we can use the musical instruments of this 
third dimensional planet and we can add the musical instruments of 
the music of the spheres, the music of light and sound and pre light 
and pre sound, the music of the Breath of Creation. We can connect 
to these realms of etheric sound through the sweet vibrations of 
some of the digital and electronic synthesized sounds. However, the 
types of sounds that are created by the music industry do not usually 
suit our magical, sweet sounding requirements. When we use digital 
equipment we make our own sounds, and we make the sounds 
through the Divine Mind, not through human guidelines.

We were given special tools of creation that no one else on this 
planet have access to. We were given a direct tunnel from the Elohim 
of Hearing into our Breath and into our Music Studio. Our Studio 
does things that we don't even know. There is always a higher mind 
guiding our studio.

We use this complete spectrum of music from multiple dimensions 
that connect us to the highest frequency of Source in order to 
connect to and create a higher vibration for those on this planet to 
plug in to. The connection created through our music actually takes 
your consciousness and your body out into the Omniverse of musical 
ideas.

We have created a higher kind of component that creates music in 
an entirely futuristic way. We create the musically electronic sounds 
in a very different way than the rest of the world or the New Age 
types of music. Everything we create is co-created through a spiritual 
hologram between and with the Elohim of Hearing on Gaia to 
produce a Freeway of information between Earth, Terra Firma and 
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Gaia.

We actually use the element of Light itself. The pre light and pre 
sound of the Cosmos holds the frequencies within a new hologram of 
a new reality.

The digitalization process that we use is actually the idea of a 
futuristic expression in a different dimension of that new form of 
water which is hydrolaise.

When we connect our consciousness to the Cosmic Dolphins in the 
realm of the Oraphim Braharama Cetacean Raceline, we are 
connecting to the place where Aquafarians who live and move and 
breathe within a different biological and chemical reality where the 
water is in the form of hydrolaise. The elements of stardust, silicate 
matrix reality, 12 DNA template, co-creators of rainbows through light 
and sound, are all the Aquafarians who live in the in between place 
where we can reconnect to that Divine Reality that we once lived in 
when Atal LanE existed in its purest form and we lived with the 
Dolphins and whales within the Adashi Temples of the in Between 
State or the Dream State where the Water and the Land become 
Attuned into a new Melody.

Our Music of the Future is the Holographic Sound of the new reality 
that we have begun.

We have been creating the Divine Triangle where the Cetaceans 
from Oraphim Braharama Raceline, the Sirius B Raceline and the 
Angelic Human are vibrating to a new frequency of Attunement or At 
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One Ment where we will create a brand new melody together in the 
Music of the Spheres.There is another raceline of Dolphins from 
Sirius who were programmed by the Fallen Matrix. These Dolphins 
will be healed and aligned into the frequencies of transmutation. We 
will be able to communicate with all Cetaceans.

COMMUNICATION WITH CETACEAN NATION BEGINS

Crystalai

comsicdolphinmagic.ning.com

When we connect our consciousness to the Cosmic Dolphins in the 
realm of the Oraphim Braharama Cetacean Raceline, we are 
connecting to the place where Aquafarians who live and move and 
breathe within a different biological and chemical reality where the 
water is in the form of hydrolaise. The elements of stardust, silicate 
matrix reality, 12 DNA template, co-creators of rainbows through light 
and sound, are all the Aquafarians who live in the in between place 
where we can reconnect to that Divine Reality that we once lived in 
when Atal LanE existed in its purest form and we lived with the 
Dolphins and whales within the Adashi Temples of the in Between 
State or the Dream State where the Water and the Land become 
Attuned into a new Melody.

Our Music of the Future is the Holographic Sound of the new reality 
that we have begun.

We have been creating the Divine Triangle where the Cetaceans 
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from Oraphim Braharama Raceline, the Sirius B Raceline and the 
Angelic Human are vibrating to a new frequency of Attunement or At 
One Ment where we will create a brand new melody together in the 
Music of the Spheres.There is another raceline of Dolphins from 
Sirius who were programmed by the Fallen Matrix. These Dolphins 
will be healed and aligned into the frequencies of transmutation. We 
will be able to communicate with all Cetaceans.

This time that is come at this end of this year, 2013 will complete the 
triangulation of the hologram of the new water, the new biosphere, 
the new land, which is Shamballa.

The first step in this transition is Telepathic Communication with the 
Cetaceans. This is what Crystalai and aDolphino have been doing for 
the past ten years.

When we connect our consciousness to the Cosmic Dolphins in the 
realm of the Oraphim Braharama Cetacean Raceline, we are 
connecting to the place where Aquafarians who live and move and 
breathe within a different biological and chemical reality where the 
water is in the form of hydrolaise. The elements of stardust, silicate 
matrix reality, 12 DNA template, co-creators of rainbows through light 
and sound, are all the Aquafarians who live in the in between place 
where we can reconnect to that Divine Reality that we once lived in 
when Atal LanE existed in its purest form and we lived with the 
Dolphins and whales within the Adashi Temples of the in Between 
State or the Dream State where the Water and the Land become 
Attuned into a new Melody.

Our Music of the Future is the Holographic Sound of the new reality 
that we have begun.
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We have been creating the Divine Triangle where the Cetaceans 
from Oraphim Braharama Raceline, the Sirius B Raceline and the 
Angelic Human are vibrating to a new frequency of Attunement or At 
One Ment where we will create a brand new melody together in the 
Music of the Spheres.There is another raceline of Dolphins from 
Sirius who were programmed by the Fallen Matrix. These Dolphins 
will be healed and aligned into the frequencies of transmutation. We 
will be able to communicate with all Cetaceans.

We have been preparing this hologram of triangulation. We were 
called to Monterey by Zaurak, who is my starry brother from Sirius B. 
We were to connect to our family within the Monterey Bay that 
aligned through a Wormhole into the Underwater Ciites of Light. This 
holy place where we stood directly in front of the HIGHLANDS INN 
HOTEL is the place we watched the Cities of Light rise upon the 
Ocean top. It is the place where we swam in consciousness with 
those in the Light Cities below and above. It is the place where we 
watched our Dolphin Families and Friends Ascend between the 
Ocean and the Cloud Cities. It is the place where we developed 
telepathic communication with the Cosmic Dolphins and Whales and 
Seals.

It was the time and place in 2008 where we created the Triangulation 
between the Cetacean family, the Angelic Human Family and the 
Sirius B family.

It was always Shajinka who had the strongest frequency. Her voice 
can be heard in all of my recordings. She calls herself a dolphin 
because she knows we have a misunderstanding about Orcas. She 
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is the divine entity that will prepare our way for telepathic 
communication with the Cetacean family.

Just as there was telepathic communication everywhere on our 
Future Earth within three days of the birth of Shakana, so will there 
be telepathic communication on this Earth now that the rebirth of the 
Dolphin Babies from the Cosmic Oraphim Raceline have returned 
through the Stardust being brought to Earth.

This magical frequency that will turn on our telepathic communication 
with all dolphins and whales and our Blue Families from Sirius B and 
Shamballa is set in motion on this new album called DOLPHIN 
BABY. http://store.kagi.com/cgi-bin/store.cgi?storeID=
6FGAR_LIVE&page=Dolphin_Baby&lang=en

We are introducing to the world the Future Vibration, the Music of the 
Future to help bring the understanding through the  expression of the 
frequencies themselves to help connect our audiences 
Consciousness to the actual Divine Vibration that underlies all of the 
transformation energies.

Next, we can create new music that combines instruments of this 
Earth with the instruments of the parallel spiritual realities and the 
voices of the Cosmic Dolphins and the sound waves of the Sirius B 
brotherhood to create our new melodies of our new future realities.

Sonic Vibrations, Accoustic Vibrations and Consciousness we have 
the complete Spectrum of physical and spiritual reality and the tunnel 
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that connects between.

This frequency music is the Tunnel that connects our consciousness 
to the Elohim of Hearing, to the Divine Matrix, to the Mind of God, to 
the Cetaceans, the Sirians, the Pleiadians, to Sun Alcyone, to 
Aquarius, to Aquafaria and to the Winning Lotto numbers. The 
frequencies provide the parallel realities of all possible multiple 
realities.

Profoundly transformative use of transformational vibrations of the 
future to create a new balance and harmony that has never been 
experienced before in our Omniverse.

Our music connects to the Omniversal Consciousness, whereas the 
the Golden Mean Creation resulting in Solfege would result in the 
confines of Galactic Consciousness.

We use the frequencies of the stardust, the frequencies of plasma, 
gamma, invisible light, the full spectrum of white light, we use the 
sonic vibrations, the solar vibrations, the Universal Frequencies and 
Cosmic FrequencIes far beyond the Golden Mean Phi ratio of 
vibrational balance.

The true Music of the Spheres begins with the Breath of Source 
Creating the Divine Matrix and the Spheres of our Divine Creation 
Templates and connects to the Infinite Creations that are related to 
all of the Omniverses and the Cosmic Cosmaya of Infinite Realities 
beyond the Omniverse. The Music is our Playground of Infinite Co-
Creativity with the Mind of God. The only reason we were created 
was for God to have children to play within his infinite playground of 
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sounds where the children could create new sounds and new 
realities from these sounds in infinite possible densities and 
variations.

Our third dimensional concepts of music are quite limiting and should 
be combined with the future holographic possibilities of sound.

The MUSIC you hear on this website was created and recorded by

Crystal Magic Orchestra

INDIVIDUAL ETERNAL LIFE MP3

Eternal Life Programming SHIFTS the cellular memory from a Mortal 
Based Program to an Eternal Life Program -

Personalized Frequency Realignment, Reattunement and 
Reactivation into MULTIDIMENSIONAL CONSCIOUSNESS

ETERNAL  LIFE ALBUM

CRYSTALAI (2013)

cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com

(Teachings of the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse)

The ETERNAL LIFE ALBUM is a personal HEALING SESSION. It 
could be likened to what would be expected if one of you went to a 
Reiki Healer or Sound Healer for healing sessions. It could be 
likened to having eight hours of healing sessions per day for a week.
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When I create the ETERNAL LIFE ALBUM I first go to Source 
Consciousness field and ask Source to hold the 12 coded divine blue 
print of the individual (the name of the person who ordered the 
ETERNAL LIFE ALBUM) inside the flame of eternal life creation that 
the idea was originally made from.

We are each made in the image and likeness of Source. That image 
and likeness is a negative of the picture of the idea that Source is 
creating. That idea is held within Source Consciousness and 
rebirthed into creation every trillionth of a nano second. When the 
brand new image and likeness is imprinted on the idea, the idea is 
reborn as a brand new image with the new thoughts and ideas of the 
new experiences encoded within it.

I hold that idea within the Source Flame. That idea is already perfect 
and it contains the 12 coded divine blue print of angelic raceline.

That old idea that was created billions of years ago must go through 
a rebirth at this time. We are all being reborn into a new harmonic 
universe, a new space and time portal. Each time we are born we 
come into the planet through a stargate. Many of the stargates 
attached to Earth were destroyed and we were disconnected from 
many of them. Now, we are being placed in a different time portal 
where we are back in alignment with all 12 stargates, which allows us 
to obtain the 12 subharmonics in each of our chakras.

These 12 subharmonics comes from combining the spiritual coding 
from the chakras outside of the physical body with the chakras within 
the physical body. In order for an entity to return to a place in the 
universe, there must be an essence or a frequency signature of that 
entity left in that place from the time the entity left the place in the 
universe.

In order for our bodies to become realigned into the eternal life 
domain of the harmonic universe, I take the idea or the image that is 
within the Flame of Source and create a light body image of that 
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idea. I place that idea within a flame. I use a candle flame. Within the 
flame is the complete spectrum of light, the entire rainbow. The flame 
includes the hertzian, infra red, visible light, invisible light, x ray light, 
and gamma waves. The idea is held within the complete spectrum of 
light of Source Consciousness.

That idea that is whole and complete walks through the candle to the 
other side and returns back with the connection of frequencies of the 
spiritual side- the blue body self. The idea becomes complete as it 
connects with the blue body.

The idea must also be taken in to the Inner Earth realms of the 
Cosmic Domain. I take the idea into the Etheric Core of the 13th 
dimension and then into the 14th dimensional of the Spiritual Etheric 
Heliotalic Light Domain of the Cities of Light, the Inner Earth, and 
then down into the Crystal Liquid Light, the Mirror light of heliotalic 
frequencies. This is the location of the Etheric Star Formation that 
was placed around the area where Earth is located now. That Star 
Formation is called Urtha.

This idea within the Source Flame must have its frequency signature 
implanted within the Cloud Cities, Cities of Light, the Star Formation, 
the Aquafarian Realm of Urtha. The idea does not exist there 
because most of us haven't been there before. This place was 
created by the Aquafarians from the Aquinos Matrix millions of years 
ago as a refuge and an escape chamber for this time. Since we were 
never there before, we must leave an imprint there so that in the 
future we can go there.

Crystalai and aDolphino went to Aquafaria to leave this seed of their 
frequencies. However, when they went there, they were met by a 
family who took them to a crystal palace. They were told that they 
built this palace for them long long ago and it has waited for their 
return. So, there are in fact, a few of us who have been there before. 
That is why it is necessary to link frequencies of those who haven't 
been there before through the frequencies of those who have been 
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there.

When the client is being put through the eight hour healing sessions, 
the old damaged codes within the chakras are transformed by having 
the frequency signatures of the individual returned to the original 
perfect divine imprints. This coding is imprinted in each of the 
chakras to align the 12 subharmonics of the perfect raceline back 
into the individuals template.

Each cell in our body is supposed to contain this divine blueprint that 
was created in the image and likeness of Source. As the clients idea 
body is taken into the crystal liquid light of Inner Earth and into Urtha, 
the heliotalic frequencies emerge from the skin and the skin becomes 
the shining.

The healing takes place from the within, beginning with the blood 
crystals transformation, the bones turn into sound frequencies and 
the skin turns into light.

Each one of these steps of transformation takes a great deal of 
focus, alignment into the allness of Source Consciousness, a 
continuous holding of the idea within the flame of transformation. 
Each time I focus on one specific aspect of the entire healing of the 
body, there is one tiny little breath involved. Each time I can feel and 
hear that the breath is perfect and the healing is complete, I record 
that breath.

I layer each of the breaths of transformation for that one specific 
individual into my recording mechanism. By the time I am finished, I 
usually have five hundred or more breaths. Next, I weave these 
breaths into the formulas and frequencies of codes of atunement that 
the Guardians and Source direct me to. Each individual is given a 
different set of codes and formulas. These codes come as 
frequencies and I breathe them. Some times they are heard as tones 
of God Language and sometimes they are pure breaths. Each 
recording comes out very different.
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I am givine this guideline to help my readers understand why this 
item costs the price it does. I am sure that there are not any Reiki 
healers out there of any reputable nature that would give you eight 
hours of healing sessions for five to seven days in a row for this 
price.

Once a client returns from a Reiki or Sound Healing clinic, that 
healing will sometimes last a day or a week, if the client is lucky. That 
is because the old Reiki technologies are based on the Chi of an 
energy that has been blocked from Source for eons of lifetimes. 
Taking an energy that has been broken from Source at the Cosmic 
level and trying to do the repair work at the Planetary level just does 
not fix the problem.

This problem that is blocking our eternal life system happened 
billions of years ago, and the guardians have been working on fixing 
it for billions of years. There are many problems in each level of 
creation, far beyond the chakras within the body. The frequencies 
must be realigned clear out into the Universal Spheres, Cosmic 
Spheres, pre sound and light realms and the allness of Source's 
original idea of creation.

So, we are talking about a healing that would last as long as a band 
aid, or one that is complete and lasts for eternity.

Ascension -Connection between Consciousness and the body. 
Ascension isn't just about being a good person, going to church and 
getting forgiven by Christ and then going to heaven. It isn't that easy 
because there is a direct link between the consciousness of your 
spirit and the atomic structure of the body. The part of the spirit that 
is embedded into the atomic structure of the body is called the JARI. 
It is a part of the spirit body. If the JARI is trapped inside of the 
atomic structure at death, the body will not ascend. It will continue to 
be trapped on the Earth and will continue to return. This is what we 
did for the last ten million life times. Our JARI has been stuck inside 
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of our atomic structure.

We must make sure our Jari is free from the atomic structure in order 
to ascend out of here.

We must transmute our spirit body out of the atomic structure in 
order to ascend. So, we take this perfect formula of creation and 
rebirth that was given to us by the Guardian Races and we record it 
because it is made of Frequency Signatures. The breaths carry the 
frequency signatures and they are recorded in perfect harmonic 
convergence. Each of the frequencies transmutes into the highest 
frequency of Source Consciousness in order to hold that reality of the 
divine code for ever.

Learn more about the ETERNAL LIFE MP3 in this pdf.

I recommend you begin with the ASCENSION KIT to begin the 
raising of your frequencies within your chakra system. We do not use 
the internal chakra system of the old sciences. We use the chakra 
system that aligns with the axiotonal lines of the entire Cosmic 
Matrix, Universal Matrix and into the Music of the Spheres of Source 
Frequency. The frequency alignments are done from zero point from 
within the etheric center of the quarks within the cells out through the 
music of the spheres into the pre sound and light field connecting 
with the spark of Source Consciousness that ignites the crystal liquid 
light to flow into every cell in the body.

ASCENSION KIT

http://store.kagi.com/cgi-bin/store.cgi?storeID=
6FGAR_LIVE&page=The_Ascension_Kit&lang=en

http://cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com/page/love

music-The-Ascension-Kit.pdf
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TESTIMONIALS, EXPERIENCES and HEALINGS from

THOSE WHO PURCHASED ETERNAL LIFE and IMMORTALITY 
CD's

Dear Crystalai ~

Deeply immersed in the music tracks you've sent thus far, and just 
received Releasing 3-D concepts listening to it yesterday. It was 
timely in my need to structure life in a way to receive and better learn 
how to be in the world - certainly going to learn at a deeper level.

Not corresponding to any listening time I find amazing visuals coming 
behind closed eyes.

Things are shifting, as I've been nauseous and very sleepy, the other 
day napping three times throughout the day. I can't seem to wake up 
today and was very nauseous this morning.

Thank you again, Crystalai, this is an amazing journey.

Aloha,
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Cindy

COMMENTS ON ETERNAL LIFE ALBUM from Individuals

Crystalai (c) 2013

cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com

Many have asked questions about the ETERNAL LIFE/Immortality 
Albums about what happens when they order their Individualized  
Album.

My Omniversal Team already knows everything. They begin 
communicating with me about you the moment I receive your orders. 
These Entities know you at your highest, most divine state. They 
were your original creators. They are the Entire Music of the 
Spheres- meaning they are the Consciousness of Oneness 
containing the Infinite Frequencies of Oneness. They only see your 
most perfect divine state of being, and they realign all frequencies of 
all of the spheres of the galactic, universal and cosmic back into the 
original divine state. They have known you for billions of years. They 
are very excited to know that their frequencies will once again be 
permitted to become at one with your Consciousness because you 
have made it so.

When I align my consciousness through the Elohim of Hearing to 
connect your personal frequency signatures through the music of the 
spheres your personal frequency signature is being transmutted into 
the Full Spectrum of Light. As that light and sound spectrum  
becomes your new frequency signature, the Omniversal 
Consciousness Team can lift you into Oneness of the Divine 
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Template beyond this Earth's Matrix. The music of the spheres 
contains the 12 dimensions of consciousness of the 12th level 
avatar. However each harmonic universe must be transmutted up 
from the base tone of the harmonic universe above. So it is the 
Cosmic Universe, or the 13th dimensional consciousness which 
transmutes the Universal into the Cosmic. As the full music of the 
spheres combines into the new tone of home, this new Cosmic 
Frequency can be lifted into the base tone rhythm of the 
Omniuniversal Consciousness. This is the Consciousness Team of 
all Universes. This is the Omniversal Team that creates the new baby 
universe at the time of Ascension.

Remember, we are still in the process of Evolution which will prepare 
us for the Ascension. The cellular structure must be transformed from 
the inside to the out for ascension. This evolution is happening at 
such a microscopic level so far beyond anything man could measure, 
that it can only be felt through the Breath of the Angels. This 
transformation is happening as the divine substance of crystal light, 
crystal dust and crystal gel of the silicate matrix of the Star Essence 
of our Divine Selves.

The difference between the other albums, and the Individualized 
Immortality CD is the difference in Mass Ascension and Individual 
Evolution. If the body does not go through the cellular transformation 
from the inside to the outside, which will transform it into the same 
star essence that Mother Earth is returning to, there would be this 
three dimensional body trying to exist in a Starry Atmosphere. It 
could not exist in that atmosphere. The body must evolve into a new 
form that can live and move and breathe in the new starry 
atmosphere.

In a Star's atmosphere there is no need for electricity because the 
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energy and light come from the inside. Since this is true of a star, 
there will be no electricity on planet Earth by 2014. So, you see, the 
body must transform to be prepared for the Earth's ascension into 
the form of a star. The changes happening on Mother Earth are her 
ascension into a starry substance that is also silicate crystal based 
as any Star is.

My starry brother Zaurak has created an entire star system with a 
team of co-creators. He has taught me how each starry frequency is 
realigned from the morphogenetic field of the inner Star and woven 
out into all of the stars and suns of the Universe and then 
transmutted into the highest Omniversal Consciousness. This is how 
every star system is created and maintained.

I am learning a little more each day about how to create a star and 
how we are created from the tiniest of tinies from the micro-level of 
our crystal cells.

What we are doing with these Individualized ETERNAL LIFE Albums 
is acting as the surgeons on Earth who are aligning and streaming 
the light bands of frequencies into the crystal cells at a level where 
the elementals of each team of creation can connect directly into the 
music of the spheres from the aqua crystal sphere that is connecting 
us into their morphogenetic field of consciousness.

My breaths are always channeled into the crystal spheres 
microphone through the Elohim of Hearing, and the alignment into all 
of the points of intersection with all Frequency Signatures of your 
Divine Consciousness is done through the direction and the 
alignment from my Omniversal Team. I am the one who must always 
keep my Consciousness in a perfect state of Oneness and calmness 
and perfection in order to achieve the perfect frequency alignment. 
You don't need to do anything until after you receive your album. At 
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that time you need to start working on aligning your Consciousness 
into the Frequencies that they have sent to you. These frequency 
signatures are the communication lines into all of your higher selves 
or your Divine Consciousness network.

Dear Crystalai ~

You absolutely can share whatever you wish to.  You need to make 
sure to include the part about how what you're calling mass 
ascension material was leaving me wanting more and the individual 
album made me finally feel satiated.  I think that explains it pretty 
well.  It just *fits*.  I may still pick up other Crystal Magic Orchestra 
recordings, and it doesn't mean I won't still listen to the ones I have, 
but this one is different than the others.  Now I have a place to go 
into whenever I need it, it's as portable as my iPod, and can balance 
me out again at a moment's notice.  I just keep it on repeat and live 
in the frequencies and I love it.

~ Love and Light ~     

Dear Crystalai and aDolphino,

Thank you for all you are and all you do---you have my greatest 
appreciation and gratitude

for the service you are providing for me and our "human Tribe".  The 
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way you describe it, making one of these Individual Immortality 
albums seems very intense and almost incomprehensible in its 
complexity!

The value and potential of this album is exciting and I am eager to 
begin listening to it however, I am having some anxiety whether I'm 
equal to the task of leaving behind all the old and create from the 
New, as your message of Sept. 27 clearly warns.  I know, I 
know........fear and nerves are Old Energy programs........it just 
seems a big step (leap?) for this garden-variety- Lightworker-
grounding-light-and-love-in-the-physical.

There, now...........I feel better having got that off my chest.........

Thank you very much for sending me the mp3 files.  I would, 
however, like to request a CD be sent to me, please, as my access 
or ability to use a computer is erratic and limited----I can get much 
greater use out of playing a CD.  I understand the megaherz 
business is greater with an mp3 but it's just not practical for me. 
Please forgive me for not getting my request to you sooner but I 
expected the album not to be complete for another week or so and 
just took too darn long in getting back to you.......please accept my 
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apologies.

One more question, please: what is the optimum way to listen to this 
particular album?  I listen to the Ultra Violet Blue Sun album every 
morn about 6 am, lying in bed, just before I get up for the day and 
sometimes listen again later in the day on my Bose Wavewhatever 
radio/CD player. Thank you for your advice.......

wow.....I am humbled and in awe that I'll be listening to sounds of my 
Soul Family(that's my understanding-----I hope it's correct).  I am so 
grateful to have made it to be part of these most amazing and shining 
of times on Planet Earth.

Peace, love and gratitude,

Judy Phillips
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____________________________

Dear Crystalai and aDolphino ~

I want to thank you both for the individual album that you channeled 
for me ~ I have been listening to it pretty continuously since I 
received it on the 9th.  I heard through the first six tracks before I 
went to sleep feeling very balanced.  The next thing I knew, my 
husband was frantically waking me up thinking my apnea mask was 
leaking air.  Although he was waking me from a deep sleep, he said I 
was very calmly looking at him like he had two heads.  I knew 
everything was just fine.  From where he was in the other room, he 
just heard air rushing and he though my apnea machine was 
malfunctioning.  Now he's heard the frequency files and knows what 
they sound like without Crystalai's voice on them, so he's not 
surprised.  He said he was really struck by how calm I was when I 
was being woken up by him being all panicked.  Well of course I was.  

The second and third (and 3B) files in particular ~ Crystalai, you may 
remember my telling you that I have had astral dream state 
experiences with my guides where I have been taken to other realms.  
Those frequencies you sent in the second and third files are the 
same as those experiences.  I was completely fascinated that the 
frequency files were the same!  I still can't describe in words what 
those frequencies are, so if you have any more information, I would 
love it.  I can remember everything about my experiences, but when I 
try to bring it to a 3D telling, I can't bring it down.  

I love the whole album, and the intensity of how it builds, how it feels 
so right for me.  Initially I was surprised that none of it has Crystalai's 
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voice on it.   But I can do that on my own.  Somehow having the right 
frequencies for *me* connects in a more intense way.  I still love the 
other music I have (don't have the complete collection).  This 
individual album satiates though.  If I listen to one of the ~ as you call 
them ~ mass ascension albums, and I still want more, the individual 
album is the real feast.  

~ OM Shanti ~

Renee

wow.....I am humbled and in awe that I'll be listening to sounds of my 
Soul Family(that's my understanding-----I hope it's correct).  I am so 
grateful to have made it to be part of these most amazing and shining 
of times on Planet Earth.

Peace, love and gratitude,

Judy

I hope you didn't take my silence as disapproval.  It was the opposite.  
I was fully experiencing and exploring.  We had a long weekend here 
in Canada for Thanksgiving and I had my headphones out.  I want to 
thank you both again for your time and love in putting the album 
together for me.  

~ OM Shanti ~

Visit Cosmic Dolphin Magic at: http://cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com/?
xg_source=msg_mes_network
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I've just ordered the Individual Eternal Life from your website. There 
are a lot of questions in my mind surrounding this process, but trust 
the universe and what I'm experiencing that what you are teaching is 
meant for my growth. I devoured a book today by Ken Carey - The 
Starseed Transmissions, things he touched on, I took as, exactly 
what you are saying about music/sound/frequency, direct assimilation 
of starlight and our ability to recognize the consciousness we are, as 
things shift and open up for us to access. As I was reading this it felt 
like I was taking it in through my third eye - as pressure in my 
forehead and that particular spot more intensely. One thing that 
clarified through the writing was that when a knowing comes it is very 
difficult to put it into words.

I've found since listening to the Ascension Kit, an effort to shift back 
into linear things such as typing and left brain activities.  I understand 
this now, that so much of what society has us doing is a total 
diversion. For the last year or so, I feel things like shifts and 
pressures and almost like distortions in my perception of the outside 
world. Sometimes I'm driving down the road and it feels like 
something is coming in on a wave but I can't put a description to it, I 
feel it in my body.

But the music you make... oh my goodness...so B-e-a-u-t-i-f-u-l! I 
never tire of listening to it and now at times plays itself in my head. 
Especially  - Heaven.

There is a joy bubbling up in me almost everyday since I started the 
Ascension Kit and my inner world is expanding.

I find the information surrounding this experience vast, deep and 
expansive. Your knowledge and descriptive analysis fascinating.
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Thank you for your work! I look forward to what/who/how you connect 
with my families of light. The realization I long to gain is the insight 
into my mission here...questions I have about Mu,  Nommo, Sirius... 
etc. or whether it pertains or not. Karma? There's so much... and with 
that,,,it's time to fall into dreamtime.

Goodnite,

Aloha,   

Dear Crystalai,

I manifested a job pay increase that was two fold. It happened two 
days after I started listening to my Individual CD you created.

I would really love to become a member of your Mystery School.

Gratitude,

Tim

Dear Crystalai,

Thank you for the breath taking music. I have never experienced 
anything this beautiful before. It makes my mind float away and my 
body is about to follow. I had a broken hip before I found your 
website. I noticed how the pain disappeared when I listened to your 
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samples. Now, I've been listening to my Individual Immortality CD for 
about a month, and my hip is completely repaired. The doctor 
couldn't believe the results in the x-rays.

Much Love and Gratitude,

Laura

Dear Crystalai,

I was so excited to find your website and your music. It was like a 
dream come true. I knew about some of the old New Age teachings, 
but they never felt inspiring to me. I know that what you are saying is 
true. I can feel a new reality in the music. I have been struggling with 
money problems, but I know that the investment will be worth while.

Glory Be,

Janet

Dear Crystalai,

I ordered an album a few months ago. I have been listening and 
reading everything on your website. My life started to change. New 
sources of money started coming to me that I didn't know about. It 
seemed like I had become a money magnet. I am so grateful.
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Glory Be,

Janet

Dear Crystalai,

I have used your music in my private hospital. My patients have 
various mental disorders. When I play your music the behavior 
completely transforms. My patients become quiet and focused. I 
have recommended your music to their families.

Sincerely,

Dr. S. Thomas

I am aDolphino. Crystalai's husband and Cosmic Twin. Crystalai 
brought me back to life with her music. I was dead and now I am 
alive.

Dear Crystalai,

I ordered your music because I had a brain tumor. I knew that I 
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should not go to the hospital for an operation. Your music took my 
fear away. The brain tumor is healing without the operation.

Chris

Dear Crystalai ~

Deeply immersed in the music tracks you've sent thus far, and just 
received Releasing 3-D concepts listening to it yesterday. It was 
timely in my need to structure life in a way to receive and better learn 
how to be in the world - certainly going to learn at a deeper level.

Not corresponding to any listening time I find amazing visuals coming 
behind closed eyes.

Things are shifting, as I've been nauseous and very sleepy, the other 
day napping three times throughout the day. I can't seem to wake up 
today and was very nauseous this morning.

Thank you again, Crystalai, this is an amazing journey.

Aloha,
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Cindy

    INSTANT MANIFESTATION

    a NATURAL ABILITY that can be fully activated NOW

Through the continuous, dedicated use of your very own

PERSONALIZED, INDIVIDUAL ETERNAL LIFE MP3

Eternal Life Programming SHIFTS the cellular memory from a Mortal 
Based Program to an Eternal Life Program -

Personalized Frequency Realignment, Reattunement and 
Reactivation into MULTIDIMENSIONAL CONSCIOUSNESS

HOW DO WE MANIFEST?

Instant Manifestation is the activity of projecting ones desired 
creation onto the movie screen (which is the radial body that 
surrounds the physical body)

Once the body template has been cleared of all miasms, and the true 
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immortal light body, crystal body and etheric body align harmonically 
with the spirit body and parallel bodies, the body produces a RADIAL 
BODY, which is a Mirror around the Body. That RADIAL BODY is the 
Movie Screen that allows all Divine Desires that are created in the 
God Seed Atom from the Eiron Flow of Source Consciousness to 
become a Negative of the photograph in the Mid Brain which then 
produces a Positive Picture of the desired creation on the Radial 
Body movie screen.

The person needs to create the desired image in the mid brain and 
then project the desired image onto the movie screen. If a person 
wants to heal himself, he must hold the idea or picture of his perfect 
body already healed and project it outwardly.

In the case of the ETERNAL LIFE MP3, the creators of the album are 
already seeing this perfect body created in the image of the divine 
blue print as the breaths from Source are being exhaled.

The world around each of us is created by the level of frequencies 
within the cellular memory. It is the cellular memory that projects the 
reality hologram that is seen around the body.

RECODING DNA INTO ETERNAL LIFE

http://www.cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com

Dr. Angela Barnett (c) 2013
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Because of the damage done to our planetary structure we had an 
epigentic lay placed over our DNA that instructs our DNA what to do 
and what not to do. That epigenetic overlay causes great confusion 
and interferance by the ego intentionally.

Now we are getting that electromagnetic overlay removed from the 
planet and from our DNA.

We have had an environmental anomoly that has eroded the 
functioning of the Angelic Human DNA.

We have now been given the ability to resurrect our natural abilities 
as Angelic Humans or Indigos that were originally ours.

Some of our went through a twelve year process of learning how to 
remove the miasms that were placed in our bodies and how to turn 
back on the DNA in our bodies through processes given to us by our 
Guardian Races from systems that are not in the Fall status. We 
have been given assisted by Angelic Races in Andromeda and 
Aquarius to pull us out of the Fall Status.

The logic is flawless. The coding and alignments given by the 
Gaurdian Races has allowed us to break free from the mutations that 
would keep us from ascending.

The process of the Individual Eternal Life album is to alter the entire 
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cellular structure from the inside out as well as the Light Body and 
Crystal Body and Etheric Bodies which contain the Radial Body, 
which is the sphere of energy that is like an atomic mirror 
surrounding the body. That atomic mirror is also being transformmed 
into the original 12 coded divine blue print that allows the new body 
imprint to be seen as the new reality around the body. That reality is 
projected from the mid brain projector creating reality through the 
pineal gland.

Individual Album is the restructuring of the mid brain through 
activation of the God Seed Atom within the Thymus that will burst into 
a cloud of crystal plasma dust and activate the streaming of crystal 
liquid light directly from Source Consciousness. This allows the MIND 
OF GOD to be reconnected into the mid brain for the beginning of co-
creating through frequencies of light and sound.

This rearranges the structure of the body and the brain through the 
restructure of the DNA. DNA has its 12 subharmonics reinstated in 
each of the double helix to restore the 24 DNA template of the 
Angelic human, or the 12 subharmonics in the double double helix of 
the Indigo to create the 48 DNA template.

The crystal miasms will melt from the pineal and inner ear. The 
crystal miasms will melt from the blood cells and be replaced with 
crystal liquid light - the water is made into wine. The blood of Christ is 
the new restored crystal liquid light in the blood. The bones transform 
into phonons of sound energy and the skin transforms into protons 
(at a omnion level - raydons, myons, and many micro levels beyond 
what the eye can see).
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The body will actully transform into a completely different chemical 
and biological structure that is based on liquid light. Liquid Light is 
the original creation substance and energy of Christ Consciousness 
at the 12th dimension. It is the creative substance of Source.

The carbon based body that we have grown accustomed to is not our 
true body. It is a body that is completely mutated. It is so dearranged 
that it is projecting someone elses movie on to its movie screen. And 
the movie was created by very dark Fallen Angelics who wanted to 
use us as their source of energy.

Each individual has his or her own unique energy pattern or 
signature, that is different than any other individual in the Cosmos. 
That individual also has an energy signature that is a part of a Soul 
Group signature. That energy signature is a part of the Over Soul 
Signature, and that is a part of the Monadic Signature and that is a 
part of the Avatar signature and that is a part of the Rishi Signature.

Once our Individual Signature is restored or retuned into the entire 
Family Signature, we regain the Mind of the Entire Creation Group, 
including the Avatar level at the 12th dimension and even the Cosmic 
Family at the Rishi Level.

When I create Individual Eternal Life Albums, I am connecting the 
Individual's Frequency Signature into the entire Family Signature to 
begin the re atunement of the entire Frequency Shield.

The Eternal Life comes from the return pattern that we can now 
become a part of. We came from our Rishi selves and lowered our 
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density into our Avatar selves and then lowered our frequency or 
density into our Monadic self and our Over Soul and our Soul Family, 
and then chose to experience complete Isolation as an Individual 
who was not attached to the Family any longer.

Now, we can return into the frequencies of our entire family. This will 
allow us to first retune into our Super Conscious Mind of the Fifth and 
Sixth Dimensions. We can also tune in to our Avatar Consciousness 
and our Cosmic Consciousness.

Our family at the level of Avatar and Cosmic Consciousness only 
communicate through frequencies. They also only perceive through 
frequencies. We are in reality a colorful mandala that looks like a 
Cosmic Sphere that is now in minature form. That mandala, or 
frequency signature that can be seen as light or heard as 
frequencies, is unique and individual but it is also a Divine Template 
of our Cosmic All.

Crystal Magic Orchestra

Crystalai and aDolphino are highly educated International music 
composers who are far beyond the leading edge of the Ascending 
Universe.

Both have Masters and Doctoral Degrees and both compose through 
the consciousness of the Crystal Magic Orchestra of the Omniverse, 
Interstellar Musicians connecting to musicians on 12 Universes who 
utilize the Music of the Spheres to connect with the rapidly changing 
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rhythm of the Ascension Universe.

We have chosen to take all we know about music and the universe 
and use our Consciousness to Connect to the Cosmos and allow a 
combination the Highest Frequencies of Healing from all Dimensions 
to enter into our music which would highly enhance the 
consciousness of listeners who are searching for healing in New Age 
genres or just expanding consciousness to hear the new realities 
appearing on Earth. We are not New Age at all. Often our Music and 
Meditations get logged under the New Age genres by others because 
there are some etheric music and meditations in the New Age 
genres.  However, we NEVER DO New Age genres stuff.  We are not 
New Age at all.

Our Music is a New Cosmic Sound Art form of Electroacoustic 
improvisation and compositions that explore the genres of  Ethereal, 
Ambient and Progressive New Wave, Dream Trance, Electronic Art 
Music, World Fusion Ambient  Acousmatic music in a 
multidimensional format that is channeled from Star Family through 
the Cosmos.

-
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